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After 29 years of governing with out pause, Philip the good-looking dies and is succeeded by
means of the Frenchman Louis X, a prince of vulnerable personality and terrible intelligence.
while his wife, Marguerite of Burgundy, is imprisoned for adultery, the King's deepest rivalries,
intrigues, and conspiracies are dropped at court-- and to the eyes of the church dignitaries, the
judges, the bankers, and the people.
”When one has ruled males for a protracted time, whilst one has notion that one has acted for
the best, while one understands the trials the duty has entailed, after which without notice sees
that one hasn't ever been both enjoyed or understood, yet only submitted to, then one is
crushed with bitterness, and wonders even if you possibly can now not have discovered a few
greater approach of spending one’s life.”Philip IV, or as he's additionally identified Philip the
Fair, is dead. The curse that was once solid upon him through the Templar Grand grasp
Jacques de Molay, whereas on his strategy to being burned on the stake, used to be fulfilled.
Philip can have been often called The Fair, yet on the subject of the Templars it might be extra
exact to name him Philip the Welcher. His father left the dominion destitute. Philip borrowed
some huge cash from the Templars yet wanted a lot more. He additionally didn’t just like the
inspiration of the Templars trying to shape their very own state at the Island of Cyprus with
doubtful loyalty to the French crown. Louis XEven with the confiscation of Templar funds and
assets, the son of Philip and the inheritor apparent, Louis X, came across the treasury empty.
Dire conditions for a brand new king who is also nonetheless stinging from the hot adulterous
scandal regarding his spouse Marguerite, his sister-in-law Blanche, and good-looking brothers.
The brothers have been damaged at the rack and disposed of, however the factor of his spouse
and his sister-in-law remained a nagging problem. For now they're locked up in a drafty citadel
with the desire that with a negative vitamin and negative stipulations they'll succumb to disease.
”He used to be a king and knew now not the best way to reign; he used to be a guy and knew
no longer the right way to live; he used to be married and had no wife.” Don’t be fooled through
the pius visual appeal of Marguerite here. Her lustful dalliance not just fee her the opportunity to
be Queen of France, but in addition fee her her life. Meanwhile, he has humans attempting to
settle the query of the subsequent Pope. Louis desires an annulment from Marguerite so he can
marry Princess Clemence of Hungary, however the cardinals La reina estrangulada (Les Rois
Maudits #2) are being difficult, and nobody appears to be like in a position to get a hold of
adequate bribes to figure out who would be the subsequent Pope. No Pope, no annulment, no
princess. His uncle, the count number of Valois, sees a chance to damage his arch rival
Enguerrand Marigny who was once left in command of the treasury. He additionally sees a
chance to undo a few of the legislation that Philip had installed position to maintain the rustic
peaceable and provides a few rights to peasants. The nobles have been discovering those
legislation such a lot constrictive. Louis is far extra nervous approximately discovering a brand
new mattress hotter than he's in regards to the legislation his father passed. La reina
estrangulada (Les Rois Maudits #2) He symptoms a brand new constitution permitting the La
reina estrangulada (Les Rois Maudits #2) dominion to slid again right into a feudal state. issues
don't determine good for Enguerrand Marigny.The nation is being affected by a drought;

nutrients is scarce, and the inhabitants is turning into restless. while the stew pots aren’t
brewing, the conspiracy cauldrons develop into warm. The as soon as proud, reckless, and
disobedient Marguerite has reached the top of her rope. The identify on my own of this ebook
betrays her fate. The intrigues of others insure that any recommendations she has won't
succeed in the ears of these who care. The insecurities and ineptitudes of Louis X might turn
out deadly for himself, but in addition for his kingdom. Maurice Druon taking a look extra regal
than the La reina estrangulada (Les Rois Maudits #2) themes of his novels.George R. R. Martin
has counseled this series. He stumbled on the plots, betrayals, and intrigues of the Maurice
Druon’s writing fertile flooring to extend his personal imagination. The impression of Druon’s
old fiction sequence on Martin is simple to determine for people that have watched video game
of Thrones. Druon does a good task of staying in the confines of tangible heritage even though
a number of liberties right here and there do support stream the plot along. I’m anticipating
booklet three, even if I’m a bit frightened approximately negative Louis. The name is The
Poisoned Crown. With brothers and an bold uncle, i'd recommend that Louis sleep with one eye
open and pay his prepare dinner very well. La reina estrangulada (Les Rois Maudits #2) a
pleasant and enjoyable series!If you must see extra of my newest ebook and picture reviews,
stopover at http://www.jeffreykeeten.comI even have a fb blogger web page
at:https://www.facebook.com/JeffreyKeeten
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